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ABSTRACT

Identification of Headers and Footers
in N oisy Docum ents
by
Qin Liu
Dr. Kazem Tagva, Exam ination Committee Chair
Professor of Com puter Science
University of Las Vegas, Nevada

O ptical Recognition Technology is typically used to convert hard copy printed
m aterial into its electronic form. Many presentational artifacts such as end-of-line
hyphenations, running headers and footers are literally converted. These artifacts
can possibly hinder proximity and exact m atch searching.
This thesis develops an algorithm to extract running headers and footers from
electronic docum ents generated by OCR. This m ethod associates each page of the
document with its neighboring pages and detects the headers and footers by com
paring the page with its neighboring pages. Experim ents are also taken to test the
effectiveness of these algorithms.

Ill
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C H A PTER 1

INTRODUCTION
For historical reasons, many scientific documents are only available in paper form.
It is desirable to have these documents in electronic form for the purpose of faster
dissem ination and electronic searching. There are two methods of conversion. The
first one is the traditional keyboard entry which is expensive and error prone. The
second one is the electronic conversion using O ptical C haracter Recognition (OCR).
Although OCR is an economical approach to conversion, it does pose a set of problems
th a t must be addressed.
A printed docum ent typically contains information such as journal name, volume
number, and date of publication which is p art of the layout. This type of information
if not removed can possibly cause problems for other text processing applications such
as searching and natural language processing. For example, a proxim ity search which
looks for docum ents containing the phrase " D epartm ent of Energy” may not be able
to find the document if this phrase spans the page boundary. This is due to the fact
th a t a running header or footer could separate the phrase into two or more pieces.
Headers and footers are often used in technical documents. They consist of in
form ation pertaining to the document, including author name, editor name, journal
name, publisher, date of publication, page number, document control number, etc.
The main purpose for adding headers and footers is to provide docum ent inform ation
and to decorate page layout.
To avoid the possible retrieval errors caused by headers and footers, it becomes
im portant to expunge headers and footers from electronic documents. For obvious
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reasons, extraction of headers and footers manually could cost too much tim e and
labor. An effective m ethod to execute this task is required.
It is not easy to extract headers and footers autom atically from various documents
since:
• Some documents may contain headers only, footers only, or both. Headers and
footers in different documents may have different numbers of lines and different
lengths for each line. There is no fixed criterion for all docum ents to extract
headers and footers autom atically.
• In some documents, not all pages contain headers or footers. Furtherm ore, the
headers and footers on even pages may differ from those on odd pages. This
can further complicate the extraction process.
• There may be some O CR errors in headers and footers.
Although there has been much research done on the logical structure analysis
area [5, 7, 9], few papers focus on the area of extracting headers and footers. Among
those papers, the Inform ation Science Research Institute (ISRI) a t University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) has developed a processing system, M ANICURE [16]
to create electronic forms of printed materials. During execution of MANICURE,
the system detects the headers and footers and expunges them before setting up the
logical structure. A nother paper w ritten by Lin [6] presented a robust m ethod to
extract headers and footers. This m ethod associated and compared each page with
its neighboring pages, and detected headers and footers through the association.
The objective of this thesis is to detect running headers and footers in each docu
ment, remove them , and prepare the document for the next step in the M ANICURE
system.
In this thesis an algorithm is implemented to extract running headers and footers
autom atically based on the m ethod presented in Lin’s paper [6], and also to combine
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some of the ideas presented in the M ANICURE system. The algorithm takes physical
documents, which are stored as SCML files, as input. A few topm o st/b o tto m m o st
lines on each page are chosen as candidate headers/footers. The algorithm compares
each line w ith th a t on its neighboring pages and gets a sim ilarity grade for each
line on each page. Continuing this step from the first page to the last page of the
document, each candidate line is assigned an accumulated grade. If a grade is high
enough, the corresponding line is considered to be header/footer. T he context of th a t
line is ou tp u t and the line is deleted from the document. The header/footer on the
first page will be kept in case the inform ation will be added to the front m atter of
the document, such as author name, title and so on.
This thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter, which you already read,
is the INTRODUCTION. C hapter 2 introduces the concepts of OCR, SCML and
M ANICURE and surveys previous works which have been done in those areas. In
chapter 3, the design of the algorithm is presented.

The difference between this

algorithm and th a t in Lin’s paper [6] as well as in MANICURE [16] is also discussed
and compared.
C hapter 4 presents the tests and evaluations. Finally, chapter 5 states the con
clusion of the research and offers the prospects of future work.
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C H A PTER 2

BACKCROUND
The goal of this thesis is to develop an algorithm to remove running headers and
footers from physical documents. Physical documents are generated using O ptical
C haracter Recognition (OCR) technology. The A utotag [15] system, which is a part
of the MANICURE [16] system, takes the output of OCR as input and builds the
logical structure of the document. R unning headers and footers of docum ents are
detected and removed in the A utotag system. The concepts of OCR, SCML and
MANICURE are introduced in this chapter. Some previous works in these areas are
also surveyed.

2.1 OCR
O ptical C haracter Recognition (OCR) technology has been widely used and is an
im portant tool in constructing the electronic form of a physical document. Compared
with keyboard entry, OCR is more efficient and less error prone. There are many
reasons to choose OCR over keyboard entry. Some of the more significant include [3]:
• It reduces d ata entry errors.
• It consolidates d ata entry.
• It handles peak loads.
• It is human readable.
• It can be used with many printing techniques.
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• It has scanning corrections.
B ut O CR also has its shortcomings:
• OCR is not free of error. The error may occur in four standard steps [18]:
- Scanning: Errors may be caused by the original docum ent or the devices
used. All other procedures of the conversion process may be affected by
such errors.
- Zoning: Errors occur in this stage are generally caused by incorrect decolumnization, which would affect the word order of a scanned docum ent and
may produce an incoherent output.
- Segmentation: Original documents containing broken characters, overlap
ping characters and nonstandard fonts may cause segm entation errors.
There are three categories:
* One character recognized as m ultiple characters. For example, “m” in
the original document may be viewed as “iii” after OCR.
* M ultiple characters taken as one character. For example, “cl” is taken
as “d” .
* Division and concatenation of several words. For example, “e a t” be
comes “e a t” and “some tim e” to “sometime” after OCR.
- Classification: Errors are usually caused by the same reasons as segmen
tation errors. Usually, one character is replaced mistakenly by another
character. For example, “B” is recognized as “8” , “1” as “1” and so on.
The ISRI at UNLV has developed a system called OCRSpell [18] to remedy classishcation errors, segm entation errors and help reduce scanning errors. Zoning
errors are usually handled by m anual or sem i-autom atic m ethods.
Much work has been done at ISRI to study the effects of O CR errors on IR.
In the paper “Evaluation of Model-Based Retrieval Effectiveness w ith OCR
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Text” [11], it was shown th a t “in general, average precision and recall is not
affected by O CR errors across system” . However, other elements of retrieval
systems such as docum ent ranking, handling of special term s and relevance
feedback may be affected considerably [18]. It was concluded in paper [2] th a t
high quality O CR devices would not affect the accuracy of retrieval significantly
but low quality devices used w ith databases of short docum ents could result in
significant degradation.
• In many cases, after OCR, a document is in its physical representation for
m at. T h at is the docum ent only keeps its physical structure but its hierarchical
structure, artwork, points of emphasis and the spatial relationships between its
components are lost.
ISRI has also developed a processing system called Autotag [15] to autom ate the
conversion process for documents. A utotag takes the physical representation of
a document as input and produces its logical representation as output. It is
p art of an even larger system, MANICURE. Each of these will be introduced
later in this chapter.

2.2 SGML
As previously introduced, an SGML file is used as the input of A utotag (this
will be further introduced in the next section). An SGML file is also used as input
for the algorithm developed in this thesis. SGML stands for Standard Generalized
Markup Language. It has become more and more popular because of its advantages;
completely platform -independent, completely independent of any software package
and ISO-standardized [1].
SGML is neither a file form at nor a software package. Instead it is a m etalanguage
th a t allows to define tagged file formats.

In this case, it is a m arkup language.

In a m arkup language, a set of m arkup conventions are used together to encode
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text. SGML specifies w hat m arkup is allowed and required and how m arkup is to be
distinguished from text. There are three characteristics of SGML th a t distinguish it
from other m arkup languages [8] :
• SGML emphasizes descriptive rath er than procedural m arkup. It simply pro
vides names to categorize parts of a document.

The m arkup codes simply

identify a portion of a document. On the contrary, a procedural m arkup de
fines w hat processing is to be executed at particular points in a document.
The instructions to process a document in SGML are different from procedural
m arkup. The former are usually outside the document in separate procedure or
docum ents while the la tte r occur w ithin the document. In descriptive m arkup,
different sorts of instructions can be associated with the same p arts of the file.
• The structure of SGML is described by a Document Type Declaration (DTD).
An SGML parser (a special purpose program) makes use of the inform ation in
D TD to process a document. Form atting can be derived from the structure of
the document. Therefore the contents are separated from form atting informa
tion, in other words, different documents with the same type can be processed
in a uniform way.
• SGML is d ata independent. Above two features address in an abstract level
th a t the docum ents encoded in SGML should be convertable from one software
(hardware) environment to another. They are concerned w ith the m arkup of
structural elements w ithin a document. SGML also provides a simple and flex
ible m ethod for encoding and nam ing arbitrary parts of the actual content of
a document. E ntity is the mechanism used in SGML for string substitution.
It is a named p art of a marked up document, irrespective of any structural
consideration.
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2.3 MANICURE
ISRI at UNLV has developed a document processing system, M ANICURE [16],
to create electronic forms of printed m aterials. The system investigates a docum ent’s
characteristics and marks the logical structure of the document. It also autom atically
corrects OCR spelling errors. MANICURE consists of four modules; Doc_parse (a
physical document parser), A utotag (the logical document tagger), PPSYS (the post
processing system), and Rummage (the sem i-autom atic user interface).

They are

briefly introduced as follows [16]:
• Doc-parse: It builds a hierarchical tree to represent the physical structure. The
leaves of the tree represent text strings and their attributes.

Interior nodes

of the tree represent lines, zones and pages of the docum ent. The physical
representation is saved as an SGML file.
• Autotag: This is the key part of MANICURE. It is shown as Figure 2.1 [12].
The input of A utotag is the physical representation and the outp u t is the logical
structure of a document. The logical structure is also represented as a hierarchi
cal tree, in which the leaves represent the words. The interior nodes contain the
logical inform ation such as sentences, paragraphs, sections and section titles.
This representation is also saved as an SGML file. Figure 2.2 [14] shows the
physical hierarchical tree. Figure 2.3 [13] shows the logical hierarchical tree.
• PPSYS: It is the module to detect and correct OCR errors. This system builds
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an inverted file from A utotag’s outp u t (the logical structure of the docum ent).
It uses dictionaries and a special recognizer [17] to find misspelled words. Then
it corrects the errors by approxim ation matching.
• Rummage: This system is invoked to correct OCR errors and m arkup when high
word and m arkup accuracy is required. It operates in sem i-autom atic mode. It
coordinates both images and text to speed up the process.
In this chapter, the background knowledge of OCR, SGML and M ANICURE was
introduced. The overall view of MANICURE was also discussed. The next chapter
discusses the design of the algorithm for header and footer extraction.
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CHAPTER 3

HEADER AND FO O TE R EXTRACTION DESIGN
Much work has been done in the area of logical structure representation though
only a few research papers focus on header and footer extraction.

Most existing

algorithms [5, 7, 9] consider the geometry inform ation of page layout and form atting
such as:

• H eaders/footers usually use different font sizes and font styles from body text;
• The gap between headers/footers and body text should be greater than the gap
between lines of body text.
However, the above criteria are not always true, which makes it difficult to get
a common criterion for m ost documents. In the A utotag system, as introduced in
chapter 2, running headers and footers are removed during the coversion of the docu
ment from its physical representation to its logical representation. There is a function
in A utotag to fulfill this task but the algorithm implemented uses the above criteria
and thus is not robust. There is one distinguished paper [6] th a t presented a page
associated algorithm which looks beyond individual pages and relates each page in
the document to its neighboring pages.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a b etter algorithm than the algorithm
used in the A utotag system for header and footer detection and extraction.

The

algorithm designed in this thesis (denoted as algol) is based mainly on the pageassociation idea presented by Lin [6] (denoted as algo2), it also combines the one in
the A utotag system (denoted as algoS). In algoS the toppest/low est zone of each
11
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page was checked and if the zone contained only one line, it was considered to be a
header/footer.
In this chapter, algo2 will be introduced first. Then algol will be discussed in
detail. The difference between these two algorithm s will be compared as well.

3.1 Page-Association Based Algorithm
For a document with more than a certain num ber of pages, headers/footers on
one page are related to those on some other pages. They are always com parable
to each other. This is the idea of page association. In Lin’s paper [6], four steps
were taken; reconstruct tex t lines; select candidate header and footer lines; evaluate
candidate header and footer lines; extract lines with high enough scores. They are
briefly introduced as follows:
• In the first step, each text line was rebuilt according to the bounding box
coordinates. The words with height overlapped more th an 50% were p u t to
the same line, otherwise to two lines. Then lines were sorted according to ycoordinates and the words on each line were sorted according to x-coordinates.
• The topm ost/bottom m ost 5 lines were picked as header/footer candidates.
• W hen evaluating the candidate lines, the ith candidate line on page j was com
pared with the same line on page k, where max {j — 8,1) < k < m in {j +
8,pageNum), 8 was the control num ber which meant 8 neighboring pages of
page j and pageNum was the to tal number of pages in the document. The ac
cum ulated score of line{j, i) was calculated by equation 3.1 [6]. In the equation,
weights{i) were chosen to be 1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.5 and 0.5 for the first to fifth top
m ost/bottom m ost line respectively.

Sim ilarity{line{j,i),line{k,i)) reflected

the sim ilarity between two lines. It was composed of two parts, BaseSi mi lar it y
and Geometry Similarity. Ba seS im ila ri ty was com puting the text matches of
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two lines. Geometry Similarity was calculated by comparing two lines’ bound
ing boxes to avoid accidental good text matches between header/footer lines
w ith body text lines. The Sim ilarity and BaseSimilarity are calculated by
equation 3.2 and equation 3.3 respectively.

Score{line{j, i)) =
k < m i n ( j +8, pageNum)

Y]

weights(i) * Similarity{line{j, i), line{k, i))

(3.1)

k=max(j-8,l)

Similarity{line{j, i), line{k, i)) =
BaseSimilarity{line{j, i), line(k, i)) *
GeometrySimilarity{line{j, i),Hne{k, %))

(3.2)

BaseSimilarity{line{j, i), line{k, i)) =
number o f characters matched
max number o f characters in two lines

(3.3)

• In the last step, the lines with relatively high scores would be taken as head
ers/footers.
It was shown th a t the precision rate of this algorithm was 98% and the recall rate
was 92.7% of all 1156 pages in 9 documents. B ut the m ethod was “ prone to errors
if there are too many unique headers and footers” [6].

3.2

Modified Page-Association Based Algorithm

Lin’s algorithm , Algo2, gave good results bu t in his tests only 9 docum ents were in
vestigated. This is far from enough for the requirement of A utotag system. Therefore
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some modifications are made as follows:

• Sometimes there is no header/footer in a document while there are some pages
containing the same or similar table titles an d /o r figure captions, which are
clearly not running headers or footers, they will be identified and removed if
using algo2 because the score of the title (caption) lines can be “high enough”
compared with other pages w ithout any table title (figure caption).
• The headers/footers on odd pages may differ from those on even pages. Theo
retically, the score in this case is half the score in the case th a t headers/footers
are all the same on both odd even pages. Since the score is varying, it is hard
to get a common standard of “high score” for different documents.
• The geometry sim ilarity in algo2 was obtained by comparing the bounding
boxes. B ut it was not stated how these were compared.
Three steps are designed in algol : candidate header/footer lines selection, candi
date lines evaluation and headers/footers detection and removal. Unlike algo2, it is
not necessary to reconstruct new lines in algol. This is because: 1) If there are head
ers/footers in the document, they are always on the topm ost/bottom m ost position of
the page; 2) After nearly 500 physical documents were investigated, it was found th a t
the same font size and font style were used for both headers/footers and the body
texts in m ost documents, especially docum ents of early years. There is little benefit
to compare the fonts of headers/footers with body text, therefore little benefit to
reconstruct text lines. The designing of algol is introduced in following subsections.
3.2.1 C andidate H eader/Footer Lines Selection
A docum ent’s SGML file is used as the input of algol. The docum ent’s inform ation
can be obtained from the SGML file. The inform ation includes: 1) docum ent id; 2)
bounding box of each page, zone, and string. A bounding box is represented by two
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page (zone or string)
(a:2 , 2/2)

Figure 3.1: Bounding Box of Page, Zone and String

pairs of coordinates: [xi , yi ) and (zg, 2/2 ),

shown in Figure 3.1; 3) font size and font

style of each string; and 4) baseline’s coordinate of each line.
An example of an SGML file is shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen from this
example th a t the docum ent id is “HQ V .19940510.0014” , page 1 is bounded by “(60,
120)” (coordinate of upper-left corner) and “(2248, 2936)” (coordinate of lower-right
corner), line 1 contains only one string, th e baseline coordinate of line 1 is “153” (ycoordinate), the content of the string is “HQV. 19940510.0014” , the font size is “12”
and style is “1” , and so on. It can also be seen from this figure, as well as Figure 2.2,
th a t the physical structure of the docum ent (actually for all the documents) is: page
-A' zone —> line

string. A page may have (point to) none, one or more zones; a

zone may have (point to) none, one or more lines; a line may have (point to) none,
one or more strings.
Usually, headers/footers are on the to pm ost/bottom m ost position of a page. But
in an SGML file, due to OCR, it is not necessary for a header/footer to be in the
first/last zone of the page; in other words, the first (last) zone pointed to by the page is
not necessary to be the highest/low est zone of th a t page. Therefore, before candidate
header/footer lines are chosen, all the lines on th a t page are to be sorted in non
decreasing order according to their baselines’ coordinates. After sorting, the first line
represents the highest line (with the smallest baseline coordinate value) in the page,
and the last line the lowest line. Sometimes there are more than ju st one line in the
header/footer, so more lines need to be taken as header/footer candidates. In algol,
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< isri-tr-physical >
<docum ent id = ” HQV.19940510.0014” >
<page id = ” l ” x l = ” 60” y l = ” 120” x 2 = ” 2248” y 2 = ” 2936”
o rientation= ” 1” skew =” 0” >
<zone id = ” l ” x l = ” 1424” y l = ” 120” x 2 = ” 1872” y 2 = ” 160” ty p e = ” 5” >
<line id = ” l ” baseline=” 153” >
< string id = ” l ” x l = ” 1424” y l = ” 123” x 2 = ” 1869” y 2 = ” 160”
font-size=” 12” font-style=” 1” >
HQV.940510.0014
< / string>
< /lin e >
< /z o n e>
<zone id = ” 2” x l = ” 1192” y l = ” 268” x 2 = ” 2248” y 2 = ”432” type="l">
<line id = ” 2” baseline=” 309” >
<string id = ” 2” xl="1194” y l = ” 279” x 2 = ” 1299” y 2 = ”314”
font-size=” 12” font-style=” 1” >
DOC
< /s trin g >
<string id = ” 3” x l= ”1318” y l= ”279” x 2 = ” 1382” y2=”313”
font-size=” 12” font-style=” 1” >
ID:
< /s trin g >
< /lin e >
< /z o n e>

</page>
< /docum ent >
< /isri-tr-physical >

Figure 3.2: Example of SGML File for Document Physical Representation
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the first/last four lines (with the sm allest/biggest baseline coordinates) are chosen
as candidate header/footer lines. Four lines are chosen because it is assumed th a t
header/footer contains a t m ost four lines, which is true for almost all the docum ents
investigated. Choosing more lines is more conservative but more time-consuming.
In the first step, the lines on each page are sorted first in non-decreasing order
according to their baseline coordinates, and then the four highest/low est lines are
chosen as header/footer candidates respectively.
3.2.2 C andidate H eader/Footer Lines Evaluation
After candidate header/footer lines are chosen, the next step is to evaluate these
lines. This is a crucial part of the algorithm . It is introduced in the following aspects.
The modifications of algo2 are also introduced.
1. Page Comparison
In algo2, the ith line on page j is compared with the ith line on pages in between
the range from ma x{ j — 8,1) to m in {j + 8,pageNum). As stated previously, head
e rs/ footers on odd pages are sometimes different from those on even pages in many
documents. The final scores will be thus halved if using algo2. To avoid possible
troubles caused by this and to get a common rule for most documents, odd (even)
pages are compared w ith neighboring odd (even) pages in algol. The algorithm of
comparing the ith line on different pages is shown in Figure 3.3. pageN um is the
to tal number of pages in the docum ent and the control number is also set to 8. Hence
for a long document, each page is compared with 8 pages totally. For example, when
an odd page (page 25) is being evaluated, it is compared with 4 preceding odd pages
(page 17, 19, 21 and 23) and 4 successive odd pages (page 27, 29, 31, 33). This
m ethod works well for long documents. However, for short documents with only a
few pages, 4 pages for instance, comparing odd (even) pages with odd (even) pages
is not practical.
W ithout the loss of generality, in algol, the algorithm described above is used
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for long documents; for short documents, each page is compared w ith its consecutive
neighboring pages, as th a t stated in algo2. In algol, documents w ith less th an 6 pages
are taken as short document.
2. S imila rity Calculation
In algol, Similarity is also calculated by equation 3.2. It is also composed of two
parts: Ba seS imila rity and Geometry Similarity.
B aseSim ilarity is obtained by equation 3.3. Each string in line i, page j is com
pared w ith the corresponding string in line i, page k. The values of BaseSi mi lar it y
are between 0 and 1. B a se S im il a ri ty ’s value is 1 if two lines are exactly the same,
and 0 if two lines are totally different.
It can be seen from equation 3.3 th a t “number of characters matched” is the key
point to the value of BaseSimilarity. B ut it is not easy to get accurate values since
O C R errors can make the same headers/footers different on different pages. Two
practical m ethods were used to check w hether or not two strings are matched:
• One m ethod is using the string comparison function in the program m ing lan
guage. Only character strings are compared. If there are some numbers in the
lines, they are skipped since numbers are very common in headers and footers,
and they always change from page to page.
• The other m ethod for Base Sim ila ri ty calculation is using “edit distance” ,
which is based on the algorithm proposed by Kim [4]. This m ethod was also
modified and used in algoS (the one in A utotag system). In this m ethod, the
edit distance between two strings is compared. If the edit distance is less than
or equal to the specified distance, then there is a m atch between these two lines.
The string comparison m ethod is more conservative. Because OCR error is in
evitable and if there is some O CR error in one string on a page but no error on
another page, these two same strings will be considered as different strings. The
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if (page j is an even page) {
if {pageNum is even) {
lowhound — m ax{j —8,2); upbound — min {j + 8,pageNum)
}

else {

/ / pageNum is odd

lowbound = m a x{ j —8, 2); upbound = m in {j + 8,pageNum — 1)

}
else {

/ /page j is odd

if {pageNum is even) {
lowbound = max {j —8,1); upbound = m in (j + 8,pageN um — 1)

}
else {

/ / pageNum is odd

lowbound = ma x {j —8,1); upbound ~ m in {j + 8,pageNum)
}

}
for {k = lowbound] k < j] k = k + 2)
compare ith line on page j w ith ith line on page k
for {k = j + 2]k < = upbound] k — k + 2)
compare ith line on page j with ith line on page k

Figure 3.3: A lgorithm of Comparing Page j with O ther Pages
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B ase Sim ilarity value of this line will thus be reduced and the line may not be de
tected/extracted. It was shown th a t “elim inating headers and footers from O C R ’d
documents will not improve retrievability for proximity queries. In fact, if im portant
te x t is removed, recall could be negatively affected” [10]. Proxim ity queries are exact
m atch queries where word distance is usually indicated. Therefore it is b etter to keep
the headers/footers undetected in electronic documents th an to remove some other
body text mistakenly.
During the design of algol, these two methods were used and good results were
given by both methods. The results of these two m ethods will be further discussed
and compared in chapter 4.
Geometry Similarity is used in order to eliminate accidental text matches be
tween headers/footers and body text. Since the headers/footers in a docum ent al
ways appear on almost exactly the same position on each page, they should have
very close baseline coordinates. So using Geometry Similarity would not affect the
detection/rem oval of headers/footers seriously. If a header/footer line is compared
w ith a body text line, the Geometry Similarity value could be very low and the
Similarity value can be reduced. As a result the overall score of the body text line
is also reduced.

GeometrySimilarity{line{j, i),line{k, i)) =
Ibaselinel —baselinell

1 ------ !------------- 1— :------------ 1L_

(3 4)

max {baseline j,baselinel)

Geometry Similarity is obtained by equation 3.4. Instead of com paring the bound
ing boxes of two lines, their baseline coordinates are compared. The la tte r p art of
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the equation, |6ase/me* —baselineH / max{baseline’'^,baseline\), compares the rela
tive geometry difference of these two lines. In the equation, baseline’'^ is the baseline
coordinate of the ith line on page j . It can be seen from this equation th a t, like the
values of BaseSimilarity, Geometry Similarity values are from 0 to 1.
3. M ethod for C alculating Scores
In algo2, the score of the ith line on page j was obtained by equation 3.1. A
slight change of this equation is made in algol, which is shown in equation 3.5. In
the equation, values 1.0, 0.75, 0.5 and 0.5 are assigned respectively for lines from
the highest/lowest position to the fourth highest/lowest position of a page.

The

Similarity is also calculated by equation 3.2. lowbound and upbound for page k are
calculated in Figure 3.3.
In algo2, the result obtained by equation 3.1 is the final score for the evaluation
of the ith line on a page in the document. As described at the beginning of section
3.2, this will cause some problems; If there is no header/footer in a docum ent but
there are some pages, say 17 pages for example, have the same table titles (or figure
captions), when these pages are evaluated, the scores of those pages will be much
higher th an those of any other pages, and the title (caption) lines in these pages will
be detected as header or footer and thus removed. As previously stated, it is b etter
to keep headers/footers undetected than to remove body texts mistakenly.

Score{line{j, %)) =
k<upbound

weights{i) * Si mi lari ty{line{j,i),line{k,i))

(3.5)

k=lowbound

To avoid possible mistakes caused by the above reason, in algol the final score
is modified as shown in equation 3.6. pageNum is also the to tal num ber of pages in
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a document. It can be seen from this equation th a t the overall score of the ith line
in a document is accum ulated from the first page to the last page of th a t document,
which means th a t the ith lines on all the pages of th a t document are evaluated as a
whole. W hile in algo2, the ith line of page j is evaluated only with the ith line of f s
neighboring pages.

Grade{i)
j< p a g e N u m

—

Score{line{j, i))
j= i

j< p a g e N u m

k<upbound

j= l

k=lowbound

“

weights{i) * Similarity{line{j,i),line{k, i) ) )

(3.6)

To conclude the second step, the ith line on an odd (even) page is compared
w ith the ith line on its neighboring odd (even) pages for long documents. For short
documents an odd (even) page is compared with both its neighboring odd and even
pages. Then all the scores are summed together to get a grade for line i. Vs value
ranges from 1 to 4 for both header and footer candidate lines.
3.2.3 H eader/Footer detection and removal
After the second step, a grade for each candidate header/footer line is obtained.
The next and also the last step is to evaluate candidate lines and extract head
ers/footers. Theoretically the lines with “high enough” score are considered to be
headers/footers and thus removed autom atically by the algorithm . B ut the criterion
for “high enough” is not so easy to decide.
Three aspects are considered in algol to evaluate the grades: 1) The grade should
be related to the num ber of pages in the document. 2) The grade of the first candidate
header line and th a t of the first candidate footer line in the same docum ent are com
pared initially to check if the docum ent may have both of them. 3) The highest/low est
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line is evaluated first, if it is decided th a t this line is not a running header/footer, then
there is no need to check the second, third and fourth highest/low est lines. These
points are further discussed and explained as follows:
1.

Since the final grade of candidate header/footer line i is accum ulated by the

score of line i on each page, as shown in equation 3.6, it is thus related to the number
of pages in the document. In other words, it should be a function of the to tal num ber
of pages. Theoretically, the grade is 8 times the to tal num ber of pages in the docum ent
since each page is compared w ith 8 other pages. This is not always true because of
the following:
• num ber of pages compared: For the first and last several pages of the document,
they are not compared with as many as 8 pages. For example, page 2 in the
document can only be compared with 4 pages (page 4, 6, 8 and 10), and page
3 with 5 pages (page 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11) and etc. Therefore the equivalent to tal
number of pages to be used in the function is adjusted as equation 3.7. 5 is
obtained by evaluating the first and last 8 pages of a document, these 16 pages
are compared 88 times totally and thus are equivalent to 11 (= 16 — 5) pages.

totalpage = pageNum —5

(3.7)

• value of BaseSimilarity. The strings in some candidate header/footer lines
may vary on different pages because of possible OCR errors. This value may be
decreased.
• value of Geometry Similarity: There is always some difference between base
line coordinates of candidate line i on different pages, therefore the value of
Geometry Sim ilarity may be decreased.
• value of Similarity: Because of the possible decreasing of the above two values,
the value of Sim ilarity will be reduced. Plus, in many cases, not all the pages
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(especially the first and last page) in the document have headers/footers. The
final value of S imila rity will be further decreased.

Taking these four points into consideration, the grade is finally compared with
2 * totalpage. If the grade is greater than 2 * totalpage, th a t line is considered to be
a header (or footer).
2. The grade of the first candidate header line is compared with the grade of the
first candidate footer line initially. If there is very big difference between these two
values, the docum ent is considered to have only header or footer. This is because if a
docum ent has both headers and footers, the grade of the first candidate header line
should be close to, or at least not far from, th a t of the first candidate footer line.
Therefore if the grades differ significantly, the docum ent is considered to have only a
running header or footer. But if the difference is not very big, the header and footer
will be evaluated separately according to other criteria as discussed above.
3. During the evaluation of candidate lines, the highest/low est line of the docu
ment is checked first. If it is decided not to be a header/footer, there is no necessity
for the other candidate lines to be checked. Because the highest/low est line is m ost
likely to be a running header/footer, if it is not a running header/footer, there is very
little possibility for the second line. It is also assumed th at there is no need to sort
the grades. Experim ents were conducted and the results are shown in chapter 4.
In conclusion, in the evaluation of candidate header/footer lines, the grade of the
first candidate header line is compared with the grade of the first candidate footer
line. If a docum ent is considered to have both headers and footers, the grade of
the first/last candidate line is then compared with the multiples of equivalent total
number of pages in the document. After the first line being taken as header/footer,
the second, third or fourth line is evaluated one after another. The header/footer
on each page of the docum ent is removed finally. The evaluation criteria are shown
in Figure 3.4.

It is noted th a t in the evaluation of the second line, grade{2) is
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theoretically 0.75 of grade{l) since weight{2) is assigned 0.75 and weight{l) is 1.
B ut for the reasons discussed above, there will be some discount of the theoretical
value, so it is compared with 0 .6 * g rad e(l). The sim ilar thing for the third and fourth
candidate line.
In this chapter, the page-association algorithm (algo2) was introduced first. Then
the designing of algol was discussed in detail. The difference between algol and
algo2 as well as algoS was also compared. In the next chapter, experim ents will be
conducted and the test results will be presented and discussed.
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if (gradeÇi) o f header }$> grade{l) o f footer)
call header detection/ removal function
else if (g rad e(1) o f footer >

grade{l) o f header)

call footer detection/ removal function
/ / may have both header and footer

else

call header detection/ removal function
call footer detection/rem oval function

header/footer detection/ removal function
if ( (grade (1) > 2 * totalpage) or
(g rad e(l) > totalpage and g ra d e (1) » other grades) )
first line is header/footer
if (grade(2) > 0.6 * g ra d e (1))
second line is header/footer
:
else

/ / check for third and fourth line
I I grade(2) is small

second line is not header/footer
else

//g r a d e (l) is small

no header/footer in the document
end of header/footer detection function

Figure 3.4; C andidate H eader/Footer Line Evaluation C riteria
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C H A PTER 4

TE ST RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of experim ents using algol.

More th an 300

physical documents were tested to decide a common evaluation rule. An example
of execution results is given first in this chapter.

Then experim ental results are

discussed and evaluated with respect to two aspects: 1) One m ethod should be chosen
from “string comparison” and “edit distance” to calculate the num ber of strings
m atched in equation 3.3; 2) The correctness of the assumption th a t if the first/last
line is evaluated not to be a header/footer, there is no need to evaluate the other
lines. Experim ents of another 150 docum ents were taken for the testing of the final
algorithm, the results of which are also presented.
An execution example of algol is shown in Figure 4.1.

In this example, the

candidate header lines and candidate footer lines are evaluated separately because
the grade of the first candidate header line is close to the grade of the first candidate
footer line. During the evaluation of candidate header/footer lines, it is found th a t
grade(l) is almost 6 to 7 times the value of the to tal number of pages in the docum ent,
which means the first/last line should be a running header/footer of the document.
Besides, grade(2) is also several times the value of to tal number of pages and much
bigger than grade(3) or grade(4), the second/second-last line should also be a p art of
the header/footer. This is verified by comparing the outp u t texts w ith the original
document. The id numbers of header/footer lines are also output, and corresponding
lines are then extracted from the physical document.

27
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Document name is: XYZ. 19990814.0233
Total pages of this docum ent is : 238
grade [1] for header is :1740.484863
grade [2] for header is :1214.575928
grade [3] for header is :83.421860
grade [4] for header is :87.478661
grade [1] for footer is :1286.627930
grade [2] for footer is :589.574097
grade [3] for footer is :113.017410
grade [4] fo/ footer is :55.384480
H EAD ER ON TH E EVEN PAGES: Plan and Cost
Review Volume 4
HEA D ER ON TH E ODD PAGES: John Smith, et.al.
College of Science,
C om puter Science
The headers to be deleted are lines: 35 , 36 , 100 , 101 , 188 , 187 , 331 , 332 ,

415 , 416 , 436 , 437 , 441 , 442 , 466 , 467 , 471 , 472 , 503 , 504 , 510 , 508
FO O T E R ON TH E EVEN PA CES:D RA FT
V 0LU M E4 4.1
FO O T E R ON TH E ODD PACES:DRAFr
4.2 V0LU M E4
The footers to be deleted are lines:24 , 34 , 33 , 99 , 98 , 186 , 185 , 330 , 329 ,

414 , 413 , 435 , 434 , 440 , 439 , 465 , 464 , 470 , 469, 502 , 501 , 507 , 506 ,

Figure 4.1: O u tp u t Example
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string comparison
Header
Footer
Total
Error%

edit distance

Negative Error

Positive Error

Negative Error

Positive Error

11
3

3
-

7
1

4
-

14

3

8

4

7.2%

1.5%

4.1%

2.1%

Figure 4.2: Comparison of Results using M ethod 1 and M ethod2

As introduced in chapter 3, two aspects needed to be decided for algol.

Ex

perim ents were conducted and the corresponding results are shown in Figure 4.2 and
Figure 4.3 respectively. In the figures, “negative error” means headers/footers are not
detected; “positive error” means there are no headers/footers in the docum ent but
some body texts are detected as headers/footers and extracted. These two aspects
are introduced as follows:
1. Two m ethods could be used in equation 3.3 to calculate the num ber of strings
matched: “string comparison” (m ethodl) and “edit distance” (m ethod2). A
to tal of 194 documents were tested to decide a b etter m ethod. The test results
are shown in Figure 4.2. The num ber in the figure represents documents. From
Figure 4.2 it can be seen th a t the total error percentage for either m ethod
does not exceed 10%. The overall performance is good since the detection is
done autom atically and there are many different document types. It can also
be seen th a t compared with m ethod2, using m eth o d l has more negative errors
but less positive errors.

This is because OCR errors in some header/footer

lines will make the same strings different or will even split one string into two
strings, this is more significant to m eth o d l than to method2. The grades using
m eth o d l will be thus decreased compared with those using m ethod2, therefore
more headers/footers will not be detected in m ethodl. B ut ju st because using
m eth o d l has lower grades, it has less positive errors. As stated in chapter 3,
it is preferred to keep headers/footers undetected th an to remove body text
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algorithm not sorting grades

algorithm sorting grades

Negative Error

Positive Error

Negative Error

Positive Error

11
3

3
-

10
3

3
-

14

3

13

3

7.2%

1.5%

6.7%

1.5%

Header
Footer
Total
Error%

Figure 4.3: Comparison of Results of Crades w ith/w ithout Sorting

mistakenly. Considering the difference of negative and positive errors between
these two methods, m ethodl ( “string comparison” ) is determ ined to be used in
the algorithm.
2. It was assumed th a t if the first (highest or lowest) candidate line is evaluated
not to be a header or footer, there is no necessity to evaluate the rem aining
candidate lines. Those 194 docum ents were tested to evaluate this assum ption.
It was found from the experiments th a t there was alm ost no second line to be
a header/footer if the first line was not. So it can be said th a t this case, if not
definitely none, can be ignored.
It was also assumed th a t there was no need to sort grades. Experim ental results
of the same 194 documents are shown in Figure 4.3. From this figure, it can
be seen th a t sorting grades did not improve the performance significantly, it is
alm ost the same as the one w ithout sorting grades.
Algol is designed on the basis of the above two assumptions. The advantage
of doing so is th a t it does not spend much tim e in evaluating candidate lines.
Hence the efficiency can be increased significantly especially for a large am ount
of documents.
A nother 150 documents were tested for the final designed algorithm . The results
are shown in Figure 4.4.

A bout 12% of the documents have errors in detecting

headers/footers. It is noted th a t there is one document w ith neither headers nor
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Header
Footer
Total
Error%

Negative Error

Positive Error

8
9

1
-

17

1
0.7%

11.1%

Figure 4.4: Experim ental R esults-1 of algol

Header
Footer
Total

Negative Error

Positive Error

Total no. in documents

Error%

8
9

1
-

63
130

17

1

193

14.28%
6.9%
9.3%

Figure 4.5: Experim ental Results-2 of algol

footers detected. This is because many pages in th a t document do not have headers
a n d /o r footers. If the results are evaluated in term s of headers and footers, as shown
in Figure 4.5, the error percentage is even lower.
In this chapter, an example of execution results of the algorithm was presented
first. Different experim ental results were compared for design of the algorithm. The
assum ptions presented in chapter 3 were also verified by the experim ental results. In
the next chapter, a final conclusion will be drawn and possible future work will be
discussed.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FU RTH ER RESEARCH
In previous chapters, the necessity of header/footer extraction and some back
ground knowledge were introduced. The design of the algorithm was discussed in
detail. In conclusion, the algorithm was designed as follows;
• The first four highest/lowest lines were chosen as candidate header/footer lines.
The sim ilarity of each line on each page was compared w ith other pages and
the final score was accumulated for all the pages.
• String comparison m ethod was used for calculating string matches.
• The grade of the first candidate header line was compared w ith the grade of
the first candidate footer line first. Also, in the evaluation if the first line was
decided not to be header/footer, the remaining lines would not be evaluated.
It was observed from the tests that; positive errors were mainly caused by many
figure/table titles in documents.

A bout 1/3 of these documents had the same or

similar figure/table titles, while the rem aining did not have headers/footers. The
grades of title lines were much higher and therefore were detected as running head
ers/footers. This also happened when using algo2, but using equation 3.6 in algol
decreased the errors th a t may occur (however, if these titles are considered to be
running headers/footers, there were no such problems). Negative errors were mainly
caused by the missing of headers/footers on m any pages, which made other pages
with headers/footers undetected. The algorithm produces more negative errors but
fewer positive errors for short docum ents than for long documents.

32
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From the test results stated in chapter 4, it can be seen th a t the algorithm gives
good overall results and can be used for various types of documents. The algorithm
needs only slight changes in the o u tp u t p attern to be incorporated into the A utotag
system.
Improvements may be made in the future in the following aspects: 1) In the
calculation of base similarity, font size and font style may be compared. Even though
as mentioned previously, this may not make significant improvement but there is no
penalty to do so. 2) In the calculation of geometry similarity, take the difference
of \baselinéj —baselineN^\ and \baseline\ — baseline^^ \ into consideration, th a t is,
comparing the gap between two candidate lines on the same page with those on other
pages. If the difference is big, possibly there is no header/footer on the page w ith less
gap between line i and line z + 1 , so this page may be marked and skipped during the
extraction process.
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